
ECONOMICSAND INDUSTRYSTANDING COMMITTEE

22 October 2015

Ref A521752

o

Hon Ken Travers, MLC
Chair

Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations
Legislative Council
Parliament of Western Australia

Parliament House

WEST PERTH WA 6005

Dear Mr Travers

Inquiry into the Provision of Information to Parliament

Thank You for Your letter to the Economics and Industry Standing Committee (EISC) requesting advice on
whether the Committee has experienced any difficulties obtaining information from government. In light of
the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly's statement of 20 October 2015 in relation to Your Committee's
request, the EISC is pleased to provide the following advice.

The EISC has conducted a number of inquiries involving a wide range of government agencies. Generally
speaking, the Committee has found agencies to be helpful and to provide information as requested. There
have, however, been two major exceptions to this.

First, in the course of its Inquiry into the management of Western Australia's freight rail network, EISC
experienced significant difficulty in obtaining information from the Department of Transport and the Public
Transport Authority. These difficulties are outlined in detail on pages 15-22 of the EISC's report I'he
Monogement of Western AUStrofio's Freight Roll Network. The EISC understands that as a result of its
concerns in relation to this matter the Public Sector Commission is reviewing the Publ^t Sector
Commissioner's Circulors 2009-33, 2009-34: Polity for Publ^t Sector Witnesses Appeori'rig before
Poll^^mentory Committees. The EISC is not aware of the status of this review.

Second, in relation to its Inquiry into the economic impact of floating FLNG technology on the Western
Australian Economy, the EISC found that the National Offshore Petroleum Safety and Environmental
Management Authority (NOPSEMA), the national regulatory authority, was not as helpful as it might have
been. For example, the then Chief Executive Officer was invited to attend a hearing for this Inquiry.
Unfortunately, NOPSEMA declined to appear before the Committee, citing restrictions arising from the
Commonwealth's Government guidefines for offIdol witnesses before porfiomentory committees Grid
reloted in otters.
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Address all correspondence to the Chairman

Parliament House, Perth, Western Australia 6000

Phone:I+61 81 9222 7222



The EISC is pleased to advise that throughout its Inquiry into floating FLNG safety-related matters,
NOPSEMA was genuinely helpful to the Committee. In fact, in tabling the report in the Legislative Assembly
I acknowledged the support the EISC had received from NOPSEMA's new Chief Executive Officer.

If you have any questions in relation to this advice please contact the Committee's Principal Research
Officer, Dr Loreine Abernethie, on 9222 7492.

Yours sincerely,

I;^^tf^!^
IAN BLAYNEY, MLA
CHAIRMAN


